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Abstract

This paper discusses the experience of adapting the 20 CAT MSc Computing Foundations module to the distance learning model using the virtual learning environment (VLE) Canvas at the School of Electronics, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EEECS), Queen’s University Belfast in response to the challenges brought to higher education setting by the pandemic impact. The module is a fundamental compulsory module with over 100 students in the part-time class studying the conversional MSc course in Software Development and had the added challenge of being introduced to a mature audience.

This paper reflects on the experiences of learners and changes made to the curriculum to facilitate the move to online module delivery using the conceptual framework for effective online courses delivery, including course design, content delivery, session facilitation, assessment and feedback. Online learning has offered increased opportunity for choice and flexibility for students and to explore how technology can remove barriers in learning for the MSc students.

The paper reviews the impact of different curriculum items and online educational activities starting with content delivery – both synchronous and asynchronous – and moving on to VLE Canvas discussion forums, ungraded formative quizzes, in-term formative assessment in the form of mock exam and, finally, to online summative assessment delivered on VLE Canvas for the postgraduate cohort studying part-time. Sustained level of student engagement was evidenced through statistics collected from VLE Canvas that also has helped to adjust the instructor’s approach in teaching and become an integral part of successful module delivery. The paper reflects on student reviews of distance learning, e.g., how the students learn via online content delivery and proposes how the learning experience can be enhanced through their engagement with VLE. The paper focuses on how this effective learning environment contributes to education practice with a view what developments are worth retaining post-pandemic and what did not work well. It represents some practical examples of the applications and techniques that have been developed as a part of curriculum and widely used by students in learning computing subject, improving their computing skills and enhancing their learning experience at the EEECS.

As the effects of COVID-19 continued throughout 2021, classroom environments evolved to meet new requirements and patterns in higher education sector, particularly the pattern of distance and online learning. At the start of the 2021-22 academic year many institutions remained fully remote, others took on hybrid environments, and some went fully back to campus. Adaptation of the MSc Computing Foundation module to a new model of distance learning has proved to be successful, and the module has become a distance module delivered fully online for the class size of 100+ in the 2021-22 academic year helping to cope with the new normal in post-pandemic times.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In March, 2020 many university programmes worldwide were rapidly redesigned to be delivered fully online as a result of the pandemic impact, that for many was the first experience of teaching and learning in the virtual environment. Higher education institutions had to focus on sustainability of their programmes and courses, that is not considered just as resources provided in digital format [1-3]. For many courses, the online learning environment was traditionally considered as supplementary source to the face-to-face teaching, e.g., seen as a repository for materials, which has now transformed to the main source for teaching and learning with the different pedagogical understanding of the educator’s role during this time of unexpected changes, as solutions had to be provided quickly and under pressure [4-6].
This paper discusses how the pandemic crisis conditions have transformed teaching for the large cohort, studying part-time Software Development course at the School of Electronics, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS) in the Queen’s University Belfast (QUB), focusing on the student experience only. Moving to a new model of delivery would normally take place after a period of consideration of module structure and learning outcomes, providing a rationale and justification for changes which can be accepted by faculty, and curriculum review. In unprecedented times of the Covid-19 pandemic, it was required to make this very significant shift under crisis conditions that demanded from educators to challenge their assumptions and perceptions, as well as provided them with an opportunity to restructure their teaching and principles of learning for large cohorts [7]. Under new conditions, it was necessary to redesign a face-to-face synchronous, 20 CAT Computing Foundations module on the MSc Software Development course, with the module comprising 100+ students, into engaging online format. This paper explores the experiences of redesigning the Computing Foundations module with a particular focus on how the conceptual framing for effective online courses [8] informed the transformation of the module for synchronous delivery and asynchronous online learning environment. The conceptual framework is illustrated on Fig. 1 and includes the full cycle of an online course with a focus on online course design, assessment and evaluation, and facilitation [8].

2 METHODOLOGY

Methodology types employed in this case study include online observation with statistics collected from the virtual learning environment (VLE) Canvas, quantitative analysis, individual student surveys of teachers work – Module Evaluation Questionnaire (MEQ) and Teaching Evaluation Questionnaire (TEQ) for the Computing Foundations module – comprising open and closed questions and collected by the EEECS. Data were drawn from individual MEQ and TEQ surveys for the Computing Foundations module. The software EvaSys Evaluation was used to represent and interpret the data as a tool for efficiency, but was not used as a tool of conducting analysis or drawing conclusions.

3 TEACHING CONTEXT OF THE MODULE

At the beginning of the 2020-2021 academic year academic programmes taught at the School of Electronics, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science in Queen’s University Belfast had to be transformed and delivered online that forced all module owners to redesign curriculum in order to meet distant module delivery expectations. The technologies involved were Microsoft (MS) Teams and the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE), Canvas [9]. MSc Software Development course is one of the largest MSc cohorts in the EEECS with an annual intake of 100+ students for each full-time and part-time class. The Computing Foundations module introduces fundamental elements of computer science for students that are studying a conversional part-time MSc course in Software Development, Year 1. The part-time option is taught in the evenings (two evenings a week per semester) and spread over 3 years to allow students to study while in full-time employment. Prior to the Covid-19 crisis, the part-time Computing Foundations module was arranged in a traditional face-to-face delivery mode with lectures in a large lecture theatre, and tutorials in the lab. The module was introduced and became a part of the curriculum in 2019-2020 academic year and had been taught in person for one
year before the pandemic started. Students were required to take two in-term computer-based assessments. The size of the cohort and the practical character of tutorials presented a challenge for moving the module online, augmented by the fact that the audience's previous backgrounds are various, i.e. for some students they are not related to the computing subject at all, and with significant prior experience and knowledge of module elements for others.

The online delivery of the module was considered from the prospective of the conceptual framework for effective online courses and subsequently divided into 3 main sections:

- Course design that is underpinned by synchronous and asynchronous content delivery;
- Facilitation and engagement with students via MS Teams and VLE Canvas;
- Formative and summative assessments delivered online.

4 SYNCHRONOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS CONTENT DELIVERY

Various asynchronous and synchronous models of delivery have been reported in the literature to highlight their positive and negative sides [10, 11]. Many authors suggest the importance of setting up and supporting students through a “classroom” environment in order to promote online interaction and their engagement that involves both synchronous and asynchronous learning opportunities [12, 13].

The importance of course structure [8] and the need for a systematic approach to content design for the Computing Foundations module has resulted into a decision to organise the course into weekly topics and assignments, splitting content and providing clear recommendations relevant to course that helps facilitate student learning. Consistency in structure from week to week allows students to know where they are within the learning process. One of the important aspects was presenting the nature of the interaction required in the online course to students. Clarification of expected participation, standards of contributions and interactions and deadlines were explicitly explained to them.

The main consideration for the Computing Foundations module was how to maintain a balance between both synchronous and asynchronous modes of delivery, followed by how to facilitate tutorials. Synchronous mode of delivery seemed to be more familiar to academics and considered to be a more engaging mode of delivery for students as they could interact with their peers and lecturers during “live” sessions [14]. However, to meet the requirement of joining virtual classroom at particular time, students needed internet and computer access with specified bandwidth [15]. This might become impossible for students belonging to low-income groups [16], but also create difficulties for those with multiple members in the household trying to access devices and internet connections simultaneously.

Asynchronous mode of delivery is considered to be rather suitable for MSc students as they had flexibility in terms of accessing study material at a time and place available for them, because the majority of the MSc part-time class had parental and caring responsibilities and also preferred to access technology while in a university, e.g., at the Library space, rather than being at home. Some studies have suggested that asynchronous mode of delivery contributes to processing and better understanding of information, and may increase the quality of learning [17]. On the other hand, this mode of delivery has limitations in terms of supporting interaction and creating learning communities [14].

The specifics of the student audience had also to be taken in consideration with reference to part-time students who often work full-time and have caring responsibilities. Mainly due to the class specifics and technology considerations, it was decided to include both asynchronous and synchronous modes of delivery. The former involved recording of 15-minute videos covering weekly structured material and uploading the videos on VLE Canvas that followed by quizzes to provide a feedback, and the latter was delivered through holding live lectures, tutorials and feedback sessions via MS Teams. Another strategy embedded into the module structure was the live delivery of lectures via MS Teams with concurrent recording of the same lecture and uploading it in Canvas afterwards using MS Stream. This appeared to be a good strategy as student feedback was extremely positive and the majority of the class (78%) mentioned watching of those pre-recorded videos as an effective revision tool while preparing for assessments.

Having asynchronous material available was important, because it gave flexibility to the MSc students to revise the lecture notes and practical challenges as many times as they needed, and learn the missed computing subject concepts when they could not attend a live lecture due to work, caring responsibilities or sickness. Students responded:
“The resources were clear and well organised. The lectures were also easy to follow and what was being covered each week was clearly laid out. I also liked the fact that there were pre-recorded short videos and recorded live lectures that helped to catch up with the material at my own pace.

“Everything that was expected was presented clearly, and easy to understand, videos were really helpful to revise some topics. I am happy that I can watch the videos at my own leisure and online, this is essential to me to completing this course as I would not be able to attend live lectures.”

5 FACILITATION AND ENGAGEMENT IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

Online course facilitation refers to how the module owner arranges interactions with students to help them meet learning outcomes [8]. There is much discussion in literature about the teacher’s personally that influences the large-class teaching concept proving that better engagement leads to better achieved learning outcomes and better learning becoming possible when there is relationship between learners and instructor leading to increased learners’ motivation [18-21].

While having a class size of 100+, the decision had to be made on how to build such relationship during (and beyond) live classes in a virtual environment. Queen’s University uses the virtual learning environment (VLE) Canvas and MS Teams tool to deliver programmes online that also was considered as a supplementary source to engage with learners (Fig.2).

![Virtual Learning Environment Canvas: Home page and practice quizzes pages for the Computing Foundations Module.](image)

To facilitate student engagement during live sessions in MS Teams, we used the Chat function for learners to ask questions. Another technique that was employed to engage with them was a poll asking students to indicate their mood using cartoon and funny animal scales, as well as responding on my brief funny remarks etc. This usually worked well at the beginning of the class as an “ice-breaking” technique helping them to relax that normally got a lot of responses. That was very well received by students: “Always made to feel like a part of the lecture, very inclusive and class participation encouraged. Especially relevant and enjoyable with the remote learning aspect”.

Another point to consider during online lectures was the difficulty in measuring student engagement and understanding of the material during live synchronous sessions. To measure the level of engagement I included a few MS Teams Forms quizzes at regular intervals of 15 minutes after the short block of information. This gave the students an opportunity to switch their attention and avoid monotonous delivery, and also receive some formative feedback on their newly formed knowledge in a relaxed informal way. I also provided these Forms quizzes as learning tools for the students at the end of each section to get them engaged with the material.

To avoid monotonous and “monologue-type” delivery during live sessions, YouTube videos illustrating some computer subjects concepts (such as sorting / searching algorithms, number systems, etc.) were offered to learners to enhance their learning. In addition to polls in MS Teams and engaging learning activities, Discussion forums on Canvas were included after the relevant topic was covered during live lecture classes. That helped to provide engagement and a learning tool for the entire class, as questions received from students via email or Teams were uploaded with explanations and answers onto Canvas board. Weekly class announcements navigating learners on topics and supporting them in their studies were sent via VLE Canvas and have become another form of effective communication with the class that led to sustained level of student engagement.
The comments and requests from the class, provided by student representatives on Student Voice Committee meetings, was also taken into consideration. Student feedback and suggestions helped to adjust ways of teaching during the 2020-2021 academic year and get a sense of class satisfaction.

6 ONLINE FORMATIVE AND SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENTS

Assessments in large-classes are traditionally considered to be a challenge, especially when online tools and technologies are involved [22-25] that implicates necessity to give meaningful feedback to large numbers of students [25, 26]. Some authors have developed much expectations and provided evidence of student response systems effectiveness [27, 28].

Managing the class of 100+ students and provision of qualitative and timely feedback on their knowledge and skills became a challenge. To address that, possible online formative assessment options and applications were searched for, and, subsequently, a series of weekly formative online assessments in the form of Canvas quizzes were designed [9]. Quizzes, including mock exam, were designed to eliminate the gap between learning theoretical concepts and their practical application, i.e. the students lacked training practical skills, which are vital for learners in computing subjects. Designed for self-assessment purposes, the weekly quizzes have allowed repetitive practicing and provided immediate feedback on students' knowledge and skills.

Sustained level of student engagement was observed: statistics collected from VLE Canvas show that quizzes were widely used, and that the quizzes with the highest number of attempts strongly correlate with the highest student marks scored on the summative assessment. Providing automatic feedback and frequent opportunities of using online quizzes helps students learn through diagnosing their own mistakes. Quizzes were very well received by students:

“I appreciated regular exercises and formative quizzes implemented to reinforce learnings week on week. I also really enjoyed the feedback and revision sessions held by the lecturer. They showed areas of common mistakes and topics where students traditionally scored lower”.

7 CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Adaptation of the Computing Foundation module to the new model of online delivery has been considered to be rather successful in the 2020-2021 academic year. We observed high level of student engagement with the content on Canvas, they worked independently through videos, pre-reading resources, pre-recorded videos and completing quizzes in advance of attending live sessions. The live online sessions in MS Teams have had consistently high attendance with between 75% and 85% of the class logging in every session up to week 12. This is even higher than attendance at in-person lectures and tutorials for the module in the previous year. Even the optional revision sessions held in week 6 and week 11 had 87% attendance of part-time MSc students.

As per Module Evaluation Questionnaire, comprising responses from 45 students, 82% of them attended 76-100% of live online teaching sessions, 13% attended 51-75% of live online teaching sessions and 4% attended 26-50% of live online teaching sessions (Fig.3).

![Figure 3. Module Evaluation Questionnaire for the Computing Foundations module: class attendance.](image)

Overall student satisfaction with the module was 4.7 out of 5 according to the Module Evaluation Questionnaire, and student satisfaction with the online teaching was 4.9 out of 5 according to the Teaching Evaluation Questionnaire (Fig.4 and Fig.5).
As per formal student feedback, the majority of the class appreciated asynchronous mode of delivery that included lecture pre-recorded videos, practice challenge, formative quizzes, revision material and other content on VLE Canvas. They reacted very positively that they were given the opportunity to access content at a time and a pace that suits them with multiple attempts. Some of them commented:

“I suggest to keep this format available and deliver part time modules online to the same extent post Covid. My job requires working away so it will be unlikely that I will make any classes next year in person. It would therefore be very beneficial for classes to be delivered online to the same extent even after Covid restrictions relax to enable me to continue with this course.”

“The lectures were well organised and easy to follow and what was being covered each week was clearly laid out. I also liked that each assessment had clear learning outcomes that were being assessed. There was no confusion over what would be examined.”

According to the Module Evaluation Questionnaire, comprising responses from 46 students, 85% of the students were satisfied with the module content and found it well-prepared and well organized (Fig.6)

The majority of students found the criteria used in marking clear (83%), assessment arrangements and marking have been fair (91%) and feedback received in line with School policy (94%) that is represented on Fig.7 and Fig.8.
Student feedback on facilitation and engagement with the class was also overwhelmingly positive with 98% of respondents satisfied with their participation and offered advice and support. The average student performance for the Computing Foundations module taught online in 2020-2021 was 68.7%, that is consistent with the average of 68.4% for the Computing Foundations module taught in-person in 2019-2020 academic year.

Social activity elements were obviously missing by lecturers and the student cohort. Thinking of what did not work well, it’s worth mentioning lack of social interaction and opportunities to build learning communities between students in the class as well. Students commented in TEQ/MEQ surveys, that the part of learning they missed was mostly relevant to absence of “human communication” with classmates and sharing their learning experiences. This must have been particularly challenging for Year 1 part-time MSc students studying the Software Development course, as they had not had an opportunity to collaborate with peers before and had no prior experience at QUB in general and EEECS in particular, and would not have already been familiar with EEECS virtual labs and software or virtual learning environment Canvas.

There is much discussion in the literature on the issue of presence and connection while teaching and learning in large class, with both staff and students experiencing a sense of isolation [6]. The data from our surveys indicates that reduced synchronous teaching and limited peer-to-peer and student-teacher interactions may become a problem, as virtual class room despite its proved viability is not that enjoyable as “normal” class room that is shared with peers. Table 1 and Table 2 represents reflections on what did become a success and worth retaining for the future, and what did not work well while teaching the Computing Foundations module during the pandemic year.
**Table 1. What did become a success.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High level of student engagement</th>
<th>High attendance of live lectures / optional revision sessions</th>
<th>Overall student satisfaction with the module / teaching</th>
<th>Satisfaction with the module content delivery</th>
<th>Satisfactio n with participati on</th>
<th>Satisfaction with assessment arrangements / marking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87% Live chat boxes, discussion forums, announcements</td>
<td>between 75% and 85% of the class logging in every “live” session up to week 12</td>
<td>4.7 / 4.9 (out of 5)</td>
<td>85% Asynchronous mode of delivery that includes lecture pre-recorded videos</td>
<td>98% Revision material and other content on VLE Canvas</td>
<td>83 / 91 Practice challenges, formative quizzes, mock exam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. What did not work well.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity elements were missing by the student cohort</th>
<th>Lack of social interaction and opportunities to build learning communities a success</th>
<th>Lack of opportunity to collaborate with peers as the students had no prior experience at QUB in general and EEECS in particular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**8 CONCLUSIONS**

A paper should contain the description of your study and should be structured in different sections such as: Abstract, Introduction, Methodology, Results, Conclusions, Acknowledgements (if applicable) and References. Please note that title and authors list should be coincident with the accepted abstract. The redesign of the Computing Foundations module in order to be delivered fully online became a challenge as it had to be done under unprecedented circumstances during the global pandemic. The redesign of the Computing Foundations module was generally successful in terms of meeting the needs of large cohorts. Student feedback indicates that they were satisfied with the module but that they would benefit more from a blended or hybrid approach, which is consistent with the findings evident in the literature [6]. The redesigned Computing Foundations module, that proved to be a successful module in the 2020-2021 academic year according to the MEQ/TEQ = 4.7/4.9 (out of 5, respectively), has been retained as an online module for the part-time cohort and being taught in the same format in the 2021-2022 academic year. While teaching online is certainly different [4], many practices are transferable to the face-to-face environment, and aspects of the redesigned module will be kept for the 2022-2023 academic year if there is a return to face-to-face teaching for the part-time MSc class studying the Software Development course. The opportunities for novel learning moments offered by the use of both synchronous and asynchronous models can be used to enhance teaching method for large classes environment [6]. It’s worth mentioning that maintaining a balance between synchronous and asynchronous engagement supports teacher presence and improves perception of the course in general. Synchronous learning activities, in particular, provide opportunities for students to communicate with their large class teacher in real-time, e.g. to ask questions and debate module
content during live lectures. However, asynchronous learning activities increase accessibility of remote, emergency teaching, that was evidenced in our survey by students. Utilizing the conceptual framing for effective online courses [8] as a frame of reference for pedagogical redesign was important as neither lecturers nor students were unfamiliar with the experience of asynchronous teaching and learning. While the above study is concerned with the implementation of online learning to large cohort teaching, many of the findings could be applied to any class size.

Adaptation of the Computing Foundation module to the new model of online delivery is considered to be successful in the 2020-2021 academic year according to returned student feedback, and the module became a distance module delivered fully online in the 2021-2022 academic year. The transformation has helped to cope with a “new normal” in an increasingly hybrid higher education ecosystem as students’ and educators’ involvement into learning activities continued to be altered in the post-pandemic society.
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